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Abstract: Carbon nanotube field effect transistor (CNTFET) based full wave rectifier given in the paper, works efficiently in the range of radio frequency. The CNTFET offers extremely less power loss and high through-put because of its high conducting properties. The Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) based studies are available but CNTFET based studies are rarely available. Therefore, CNTFET based rectifier has been used for the replacement of CMOS based rectifier architecture. The full wave rectifier circuit was analyzed using 32nm CNTFET Stanford model. An additional circuit of clamps is also used for introducing a negative DC level. Introduced negative DC signal further negated RF input signal and combined signal used for biasing the p type device during its conduction cycle. The CNTFET based rectifier with clamp circuit decreases the effective threshold voltage of switching p CNTFETs. The circuit resulted better RF input sensitivity of the transistor. Results show that 77.7% power conversion efficiency is suitable for powering up the bio-implantable devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Industry and academia have attracted towards the field where wirelessly power transfer techniques are widely mainly used in the biomedical implantable devices, radio frequency identification (RFID) tags and wireless sensors [1-3]. Appropriate energy is required to support the operation of these devices. Size is also a stringent constraint for these devices. Efficient power conversion mechanisms are very much needed to provide sufficient energy and powering up these devices. Battery size, less energy density, reliability, inadequate life time of device and safety to human beings are some of the constraints contained by the embedded battery and the harvesting systems. Therefore, wireless powering up of the implantable device becomes more important. Generally, there are two types of wirelessly power transfer mechanism. The one mechanism is based on radiation power transfer techniques for the far field applications [4, 5]. The other mechanism is non-radiated power transfer techniques which are being used for near field power transfer (NFPT) [6]. The power is transferred over long range in far field and implemented with the help of electromagnetic waves radiations while in case of near field, an inductive and capacitive couplings are used to transfer the power comparatively over short distance. The NFPT systems are generally safe and have high efficiency. Therefore, these NFPT systems are very popular in the applications such as wireless toothbrush charger, radio frequency identifications (RFIDs), wireless auto charging, pacemakers, hearings aids and blood stream monitors. These NFPT systems are being used in the daily life of human being. Efficient rectifier architecture is required to convert the RF energy signal to the DC signal before powering up the implantable device. However, such RF energy transfer suffers with transmission loss. Low power transmission found due to improper electromagnetic coupling: inductive RF links. Therefore, it becomes utmost important to have efficient rectifier for getting required output power to the load. A number of other scientists proposed various rectifier architectures based on CMOS technology. In the environment of low power, designing an efficient rectifier is very challenging with elevated effectiveness (PCE). Power conversion, from an input AC signal to unregulated DC signal is achieved with the help of wideband rectifiers which have diode and transistors. Conventionally wideband diode based power rectifiers were generally used in power conversion chain. But it faced high threshold voltage drop. Later diode-tied MOS transistor replaced diode in the rectifier, which is easier to implement in CMOS process. Still, overall power conversion efficiency of the rectifiers degrades significantly due to the voltage drop across the switching transistors. Output voltage is also getting reduced because of the voltage drop across the transistor switch. Many earlier rectifier topologies were given and discussed with their own pros and cons. Power dissipation because of threshold voltage is high in CMOS technology [7-14]. Previous research works of authors also described rectifier architectures based on carbon nanotube FET (CNTFET) technology for low power applications [20, 23]. In an energy harvesting systems, rectifier's power conversion efficiency (PCE) is a central parameter of rectifier used for RF-to-DC converter [8]. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are the promising transistor's channel material in the field of low power and high speed electronics applications because of its near ballistic transport property and energy band structure. The CNTs are being made by rotating graphene sheets. Direction of rotations (chirality) of the sheets and carbon atoms arrangement make these produced CNTs behaves as a metal or as a semiconductor. The semiconductor type carbon nanotubes are used in the channel to form a CNTFET. The properties of the CNTFET are better transconductance, carrier mobility, channel control and current drive [15-19].

The current research paper focus on architecture of CNTFET based rectifier and analyses the performance. The performances of CNTFET based rectifier will be compared with CMOS based rectifier for...
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better suitabi

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Energy Harvesting System

An energy harvesting system is having a receiving antenna, rectifiers and power handling circuits. The design of an energy harvesting systems aims to optimize the design of antenna, rectifier and energy management circuits, typically I shown in Fig.1.

Rectifier is one of the important blocks of a RF energy harvesting system. The rectifier block alters the received RF energy to corresponding DC energy. Therefore, the effectiveness of antenna and rectifier will decide the overall performance of an energy harvesting system. A crucial parameter, power conversion efficiency (RF to DC conversion) decides that how efficiently an RF energy signal is changed to the corresponding DC energy by the rectifier.

![Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Energy Harvesting System](image1)

Carbon Nanotube Field Effect Transistor

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are used in between drain and source as a physical channel in CNTFET while a virtual channel is induced in case of CMOS transistor [15]. CNTs are made up by graphene sheets. The single layered thin graphene sheets rolled to form tubes. The direction of the rolling decides that the formed single layerd/walled CNTs (SWCNTs) are of metallic or semiconducting in nature. Chirality is the the direction of rotation which is represented as the resultant of two vectors (n1, n2) in two different directions as given in Eq (1). Here n1 and n2 are the integer and define the SWCNT chirality [15-19]. If n1- n2 is three multiple of an integer then the produced SWCNT will be a metallic otherwise in all other cases it will be semiconducting [15]. Metallic SWCNTs are widely used as interconnect while semicondu

![Fig. 2. CNTFET Structure](image2)

...
device. Therefore, CNTFET based devices offer better analog and digital circuits [19-25] performance because of the lower threshold voltage and excellent electrical properties.

**B. Carbon Nanotube Field Effect Transistor Model**

The Stanford CNTFET model is used for the analysis of the rectifier. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are used as a channel in a enhancement mode, unipolar Metal Oxides Semiconductor Field Effect transistors (MOSFETs), SPICE compatible CNTFET model given by the Stanford University. In a CNTFET may have one or more CNTs with user defined CNTs diameter (chirality). The capacitors network is well described in the model which is based on quasi-ballistic transport. Many non idealities are also taken into consideration in the CNTFET model. The CNTFET SPICE compatible model can be directly used in SPICE deck for the circuit performance analysis. CNT based circuits functions can be easily and accurately explored and verify with this CNTFET model. Table 1 shows some of the design parameters of CNTFET used for the analysis of the rectifier circuit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. CNTFET Technological Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n1,n2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lgeff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. THE CNTFET BASED RECTIFIER ARCHITECTURE

The aim of this rectifier topology is to get better PCE with reducing efficient threshold voltage of switching transistors and power dissipation across the rectifier circuit. These are being achieved by using

i. An external clamper circuits to bias the gate of pCNT switching transistor in the architecture.

ii. And exploiting very good electrical properties of the CNTFET

The proposed architecture with high PCE is suitable for the applications in low power requirements like biomedical implantable devices, RFIDs and biosensors. In this architecture the external auxiliary circuit biased with RF input signal produced a shifted DC voltage level which is negative in nature and used for the biasing of the main switching transistor. This shifted negative voltage is used to bias the gate of main pCNTFET switch. The effective power-on voltages of rectifying transistors (pCNTFET) are diminished with this clamper mechanism. Therefore, power dissipation of rectifying transistor reduces during their conducting state and results in improved PCE and voltage conversion at low input voltage.

This CNTFET based rectifier architecture used the threshold reduction technique by using bootstrapping clamper circuit along with better electrical properties of CNTs. The clamper circuit biases the gates of p type rectifying transistor to alleviate the turning on of the transistor. The auxiliary clamper circuit as shown in Fig. 3 with a capacitor and a diode connected pCNTFET provides negative voltage to the switching transistor for the duration of on condition while a positive gate-voltage during non conducting state. Therefore, the switching transistors in the rectifier become on comparatively lesser input voltage and the efficiency and sensitivity of the rectifier is improved.

The p type transistors offers greater resistant during conduction as compared with the n type transistor. Therefore, p type transistors are being used in the clamper circuit as it is supposed to draw minimum current from input RF source during the on state of switching transistor.

This architecture consists of off-chip parallel capacitor (2pF) and resistor (10kΩ) load. Coupling capacitors Cc1 and Cc2 of 21pF are also used off-chip while Cp1 and Cp2 of 2pf are used in the circuit.

The parameters of CNTFET rectifier architecture are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Parameters of Rectifier Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rectifier architecture working for the one time period input signal is discussed as below.

During negative half cycle of input signal, coupling capacitor Cc1 will charge up to Vcc1 as given in Eq (4).

\[ V_{cc1} = V_p - V_{ds} (N1) \]  

**For the duration of the positive half cycle, the capacitor Cc2 will charge up to Vcc2 as shown by Eq (5) during the on condition of diode connected transistor P3.**

\[ V_{cp2} = 2V_p - V_{ds} (N1) - V_{sd} (P3) \]  

Where, Vds(N1) is the voltage across drain-source of the N1 switching transistor while Vsd(P3) is the voltage across source-drain of P3 transistor. Vp is input differential signal voltage.

The voltages on gates of P2 transistor and N1 transistor with CMOS architecture [9] and our proposed CNTFET based architecture are analysis and compared over the period of one time cycle of input RF signal. P2 transistors biasing voltage on gate i.e. Vgp2 and N2 transistor gate bias voltage Vgn2 are equal. These equal gate voltages are given in Eq (6) for positive half cycle and in Eq (7) for negative half cycle of the input RF signal.
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Fig. 3. (a) Symbol of n-type and p-type CNTFET   (b) CNTFET based Rectifier Architecture

For, $V_p > 0$, $N2$ on, $P2$ off:

$$V_{g2} = V_{n2} = 2V_p - V_{ds}(N1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

For, $V_p < 0$, $N2$ off, $P2$ on:

$$V_{g2} = V_{n2} = -V_{ds}(N1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

In the positive half cycle, Eq (8) and (9) gives the voltages on gate terminal of $N2$ and $P2$ transistors of our proposed circuit. From these two Eqs we conclude that the transistor $N2$ conducts as the available gate voltage is higher than the transistor $N2$ threshold voltage while the positive $P2$ gate voltage makes it in off state during the same time.

for, $V_p > 0$, $P2$ is off, and $N2$ is on:

$$V_{g2} = V_p + V_{C1} - V_{Cp2} = V_{sd}(P)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$V_{n2} = V_p + V_{C1} = 2V_p - V_{ds}(N)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

During negative half cycle, Eqs (10) and (11) provide the biasing gate voltages of $N2$ and $P2$ transistors respectively.

For, $V_p < 0$, $P2$ is on, and $N2$ is off:

$$V_{g2} = -V_p + V_{Cc1} - V_{Cp2} = -2V_p + V_{sd}(P3)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$V_{n2} = -V_p + V_{Cc1} = -V_{ds}(N1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

It is also clear from the Eqs as well as from the Fig. 4 that transistor $P2$ ($V_{gp2}$) has more negative gate voltage than the conventional [9] and therefore, conducts more negative voltage. Therefore, the proposed rectifier will provide greater PCE with low input RF signal. The Eq. (12) gives the expression for the DC voltage at output terminal of our given architecture.

$$V_{out}=V_p+V_{cc1}-V_{sd}(P1)=2V_p-V_{sd}(N1)-V_{sd}(P1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The operation of other half circuit (made up by $Cc2$, $Cp1$, $N1$, $P1$ and $P4$) will be same as
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The rectifier architecture is analyzed with 32nm CNTFET technology. The CNTFET rectifier architecture used Stanford CNTFET model for the simulations. Power conversion efficiency (PCE) and voltage conversion efficiency (VCE) as given in Eq (13) and (14) describes the rectifier circuit's performance.

$$\text{PCE} = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} \times 100 \quad (13)$$

$$\text{VCE} = \frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_{\text{in}}} \times 100 \quad (14)$$

An RF input signal with 953MHz frequency is given to the rectifier architecture with 10 kΩ load resistor. We are excluding the transmission and reflection losses in the analysis.

The gate voltages of transistors N2 and P2 are shown in Fig 4. These voltages are varying in time taken from the simulated results of the rectifier being used to bias the transistor N2 and P2.

The rectifier output is given in the Fig 5. The PCE of the rectifier is decreasing with lower input power given the Fig 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>CMOS</th>
<th>CNTFET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performances comparisons of referenced architectures are given in Table 3. It can be seen that the given CNTFET architecture provides 77.8% PCE with a low input strength (0.6V) and high input frequency (953MHz).

Earlier, we used diode based full wave rectifier. After that diode-tied MOS transistors replaced diode based transistor because implementation of diode-tied MOS transistors are easy in standard CMOS process. The switching transistors stills have significant threshold voltages which causes voltage drop across it. The overall power conversion efficiency reduced and hence the output voltage because of this voltage drop. The PCE is a prime performance metric of a rectifier used in RF to DC converter circuits. The rectifiers are non linear circuits. Its PCE is depending upon the input signal strength and input signal frequency. The PCE is decreasing with the decrease in input signal strength. Therefore at low input signal strength, the input impedance increased and reduces the power conversion. But this circuit works satisfactory and provides very good PCE (77.7%) at low input signal (0.6V) strength. Parasitic resistance also becomes more prominent at high input frequency because of skin effects and introduced more power loss. Therefore, with the increase in input frequency the PCE is getting reduced. But the working of this rectifier circuit is also validated at high input frequency (953MHz). This rectifier provides very good power conversion efficiency at high input frequency. The characteristics of the state of the art rectifier have different feature sizes and processes. Therefore it is difficult to compare all reported characteristics, however among the referenced CMOS architecture the power conversion efficiency is comparably better for CNTFET based rectifier.

In a wireless energy harvesting network, antenna characteristics can be a significant factor to limit the power conversion and voltage conversion of the rectifier. Therefore, the antenna characteristics may also be taken for the analysis in further research.
Threshold voltage compensation introduced auxiliary circuit and the reductions in leakage because of CNTFET are the two aspects on which this architecture is based. P-type transistors in biasing circuit improve the reduction in dynamic threshold which results in the improvement in PCE of the given rectifier architecture at low input signal. The proposed CNTFET architecture use Stanford model for simulation and the simulated result is showing that the PCE obtained with this rectifier architecture is very good at high input frequency range.
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